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Abstract[ When\ in 0830\ Bernard Lyot attempted to
observe planet Mars at Pic du Midi\ he experienced
unusual viewing conditions[ He realized that this cir!
cumstance was not at all exceptional for the Pic but
representative of a remarkable property of the high alti!
tude site[ He decided to design\ and put into operation at
the top of the mountain a refractor\ 59 cm in diameter\
specially conceived for high angular resolution[

With such a capability\ Henry Camichel\ Jean Focas
and Audouin Dollfus initiated a deep and long!term
research project based upon planetary surface explo!
ration\ with high telescopic magni_cation[

Visual analysis\ photographic work\ double image
micrometry\ photometric and polarimetric sensing
were themost frequently used techniques and they were
combined[ Full exploitation of all these approaches
required 29 years of continuous work\ essentially coor!
dinated by Observatoire de Paris at Meudon[

The project was completed almost at the time when
spacecraft missions within the Solar System began to
replace telescopic work for planetary physics[

At this time\ the Pic duMidi work have released new
basic physical properties about planets and satellites[
Knowledge was acquired and fundamental problems
settled\ which are reviewed[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science
Ltd[ All rights reserved

0[ Introduction

Planetary observations were pioneered at Pic du Midi
when\ in 0830\ B[ Lyot realized that the site o}ered
unusually good conditions for powerful magni_cation[
The planets could be observed at the telescope with high
angular resolution[
With a provisional and modest 29 cm diameter refrac!

tor\ Bernard Lyot\ with Henri Camichel and Marcel
Gentili\ recorded photographs of Mars\ Mercury and the
Moon which were among the best produced in the world
at the time[

The high altitude of the site "1766 m#\ and its location
at the exact top of a mountain which is snow covered and
isolated ahead of the range\ were understood to be reasons
for this success[
Bernard Lyot carefully analyzed the physical processes

involved in high resolution telescopic imaging[ Thermal
and dynamical e}ects of the dome\ heat exchanges and
convections in the telescope\ were rather unexplored prob!
lems at the time[ With this experience\ Bernard Lyot con!
vinced Jules Baillaud\ the Pic du Midi director\ to instal
a larger refractor speci_cally designed to produce high
angular resolution[
A 59 cm objective was available at Observatoire de

Paris[ Its focal length of 07[13 m was very long[ The dome
had an internal diameter of 7 m but the beam was folded
by using two ~at mirrors\ polished specially by Andre�
Couder[ Controlled mechanical stresses on one of these
mirrors was used to carefully optimize\ in real time\ the
shape of the wavefront and the _gure of the di}raction
pattern before an observation[
The new instrument came into operation in 0832[ It was

a total success[ Very often\ the planetary surfaces were
seen at the di}raction limited resolution of 9[1 arcsec\
which requires an unusual magni_cation approaching
×0999[ This unprecedented capability o}ered a com!
pletely new _eld of research[
At the time\ there was not yet a deep concern for plan!

etary investigations[ Planets were still the stepchildren of
astronomy[ The Pic du Midi initiative to develop knowl!
edge about planetary bodies with high magni_cation
optical observations received a warm welcome from
prominent scientists at the time[ In particular\ Gerard
Kuiper\ from Yerkes observatory and University of
Arizona\ paid great attention to these developments[ The
International Astronomical Union was instrumental in
fostering the project at a high level[
From 0834 to 0854\ the Pic du Midi planetary analysis

program was essentially conducted by Henri Camichel\
Jean Focas and Audouin Dollfus\ with students and wor!
kers from the Observatoire de Paris at Meudon[
In 0851\ a new re~ecting telescope\ 096 cm in diameter\
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was installed by Jean Ro�sch\ the Pic du Midi director[ It
o}ered a still better resolution\ more light and a larger
spectral range\ which allowed UV work[

For the survey work\ the observation techniques were
essentially photography\ visual inspection\ micrometry
and polarimetric sensing[ A speci_c characteristic was the
simultaneous use of all these four approaches in sequence\
or the choice of those techniques adapted for the observing
circumstances and the seeing conditions[

The instruments were constructed light weight and
moderate in size[ A single observer was able to exchange
them at the focus in a few minutes\ allowing several chan!
ges during a night[

Typically\ with Mars for example\ to bene_t from the
slow rotation of the planet around its polar axis and
explore optically the surface in longitude\ we usually star!
ted a run by a sequence of photographic images\ then
removed the camera and used the eyepiece for visual
inspection\ then the polarimeter for polarization car!
tography[ The complete sequence took less than one and
half hours[ We next started a similar run\ and so on\ as
long as the observing conditions remained favorable[

When we had two observers at work\ the plates for a
runwere immediately processed in the dark room\ in order
to be inspected before the next sequence[ Around the
date of exact opposition\ micrometric measurements had
a priority[

Another characteristic of the project was its long!term
basis[ Each of the four approaches was exploited until its
capacity for producing new knowledge was exhausted[
For each of them\ this took more than twenty years[ But
these limits happened to be reached nearly at the time
when planetary exploration with spacecraft began to revi!
talize the _eld[

In addition to this basic survey!type activity\ there was
speci_c research work[ Additional instruments in use
included the long boom sun!screen for day!time obser!
vation\ the fringe photometer for albedomapping on plan!
etary surfaces\ the spectrograph for re~ectance analysis\
the disk meter for matching and measuring the satellites
diameters\ and the focal coronographic instrument for
Saturn rings and planetary satellites[

Visual inspection\ by its sharpness\ provided an invalu!
able potential for planetary observations[ Pioneering
views of their surfaces were produced[ At the time\ rare
were the glimpses of planetary features observable with a
high magni_cation\ due to the scarcity of proper seeing
conditions[ At the Pic\ high resolution was frequent
enough to enable e}ective and coordinated research\ with
a high potential for discoveries[

The smallest details which appear visually on planetary
disks were sharper than those detected by photography ^
the eye is exploring the image with an automated pro!
cessing which does not exist with photography[

Only 34 years later\ after the advent of CCD detectors
and image processing\ can we now do with the help of
computers what the eye was doing directly\ and produce
on CCD images the faint details that visual inspection
showed directly during the pioneering years[

The photo`raphic survey was conducted from 0830Ð
0864\ essentially by Henri Camichel[ All the plates were
scaled\ oriented and calibrated for photometry[ They were
systematically processed by the {{composite|| method\ a

technique which was recently adapted for CCD images
and renamed {{shift and add||[ Analysis\ measurements
and archiving were carried out at Toulouse and at Meu!
don observatories\ where students and scientists con!
ducted research works with the documents[
Micrometric measurements ] In 0839s\ planetary globe

diameters were not known with an accuracy better than
0)[ Our goal\ due to the sharpness of the telescopic
images available at the Pic\ was to push the accuracy near
9[0)\ in order to make meaningful planetary densities
and investigate internal structures[
The principle was to duplicate the planetary image by

birefringence techniques and to adjust the contact between
the opposite limbs\ in order to cancel the fuzziness of the
edges[
With two types of birefringent micrometers\ the

measurement required almost twenty years\ until the
desired accuracy was reached for all objects\ essentially
between 0849 and 0869[
Polarimetrywas a Pic duMidi speciality[ It caused great

excitement\ in 0837\ when the degree of polarization of
the light was analyzed with an accuracy of 09−2\ on areas
of planetary surfaces as small as 1 arcsec in diameter\
using a visual fringe polarimeter with the 59 cm refractor[
The potential was large\ the _eld completely virgin[ The

method was exploited for all planetary disks[
The phase angle dependence of the polarization held

most of the information ^ to construct such curves requires
a large number of observations\ because the phase angle
is slowly varying from night to night[ The interpretation
required theoretical developments and extensive labora!
tory work\ which were conducted atMeudon observatory\
with several scientists and students[
The polarimetric observations changed nature when\

around 0859\ photoelectric polarimeters were made avail!
able\ together with the two Pic du Midi and Meudon one
meter size new re~ecting telescopes\ allowing IR and UV
work[
After 0869\ planetary investigation with spacecraft

developed intensively[ A large community of scientists
organized itself through the world to work in the _eld[
Planetary science acquired the stature of a new discipline[
At the time\ the Pic du Midi program had almost reached
its initial objectives[
Polarimetric sensing\ however\ still held potentialities[

It experienced new developments\ with the availability of
the lunar samples\ with a space mission launched to Mars
with polarimeters\ and with the new imaging!polarimetry
technique producing full images of the polarization para!
meters at the surfaces of planetary bodies[ These works\
having been developed essentially at Meudon observ!
atory\ will not be included in the present review[
Altogether\ the planetary science program conducted

at the Pic du Midi and Meudon observatories\ since 0830
and over thirty years\ produced comprehensive sets of
_ndings and knowledge[ They were instrumental for the
planning of the _rst spacecraft missions to planets and
the choice of their goals[ They gave training to the new
generation of scientists which entered into the _eld of
planetary science[
The knowledge which resulted from the Pic du Midi

program is expressed in 8 doctorate theses and more than
one hundred publications[
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In what follows\ the major contributions by the scien!
tists which were involved in the Pic du Midi planetary
project are summarized[ The works on the Moon\ lunar
samples\ asteroids and instrumentation are not included[

For the references\ only the publications by the direct
participants are given[ These references are listed by
topics[ Works by other scientists but relevant to the Pic
duMidi results are discussed in the paper[ Their references
can be found in the papers cited[

Review papers about other aspects of the Pic du Midi
planetary work has already been solicitated in the past[
They are also listed in the attached bibliography[

1[ Mercury

When\ in 0831\ Bernard Lyot and Henri Camichel ana!
lyzed the planet Mercury for the _rst time at Pic du Midi\
little reliable knowledge was available about the planet[

The new world which was o}ered to the telescopic
analysis had a size estimated to be between Mars and the
Moon[ A solid surface was assumed\ producing phases
and crescents[ The rotation period was wrong\ the
assumption of an atmosphere with clouds\ erroneous[

In 0863\ planet Mercury entered into the _eld of space!
craft investigation[ Mariner 09 produced a wealth of
re_ned knowledge[

Between these two epochs\ Pic du Midi produced the
rotation period with an accuracy better than with the
radar result[ The planetary globe diameter was derived
within 9[6) and the density given within 2)\ attesting for
the presence of a large metallic core inside the planetary
interior[

A complete map of the spots and markings at the plan!
etary surface was produced\ including the hemisphere not
yet analyzed by spacecraft[ An albedo feature nomencla!
ture was made available and a coordinates system was set
up[

The soil at the surface was identi_ed by optical polar!
imetry to be _ne grained and regolithic\ pulverized by im!
pacts[ Craters were predicted at the surface of the planet[

1[0[ Disk observations

Photographic images "Fig[ 0# showed convincingly to
Henry Camichel the existence of features on the surface
of Mercury[ Bernard Lyot produced in 0831 sharp images
by visual observations "Dollfus\ 0842#[

In 0849\ Dollfus "0842# improved the resolution\ with
the new 59 cm refractor[ A magni_cation of ×899 was
needed\ showingMercury with an apparent size twice that
of the Moon with the naked eye "Fig[ 1#[ Relief shadows
and impact craters were scrutinized\ but remained beyond
power[

There was no trace of the cloud or mist claimed by
Eugene Antoniadi when he was observing at Meudon
between 0813 and 0818[

1[1[ Rotation period

For the two sequences of observation in 0831 and 0849
reported above\ the planet happened to be on the same

portion of its orbit ^ the features were easily recognized[
There was no reason to question the rotation period of
76[85 days locked with the revolution period\ universally
accepted at the time[ But in the following years\ new series
of Pic du Midi observations cast doubts on the rotation
period[
In 0854\ Gordon Pettengill and Robert Dyce\ and also

Irwin Shapiro\ found with radar echoes a value 4822
days[ The same year\ Guiseppe Colombo demonstrated
by tidal friction analysis that the rotation period could be
an exact fraction of the 77 day revolution period[ The
radar results indicated the 1:2 period\ which is 47[535
days\ as the most probable value[
The Pic du Midi optical observations were able to pro!

duce a more exact rotation period[ New disk observations
were collected at the Pic and\ in 0857\ a period of
47[5629[92 days was deduced[
After 0854\ at New Mexico State University\ Bradford

Smith also succeeded in recording the surface markings
on photographs[ A joint analysis of all the material avail!
able in 0869 resulted in a re_ned sideral rotation period\
of 47[53329[998 days\ with a rotation axis perpendicular
to the orbital plane within 2> "Murray et al[\ 0861#[

1[2[ Surface features carto`raphy

When the rotation period problem was clari_ed\ all the
Pic du Midi disk observations were assembled to produce
a Mercator planisphere of albedo features "Camichel and
Dollfus\ 0856\ 0857#[
An hermographic coordinates system was proposed[

Endorsed by the IAU in 0869\ it was used later for spa!
cecraft observations[
When the observations by Bradford Smith inNewMex!

ico were added\ a _nal albedo map was derived "Murray
et al[\ 0861 ^ Dollfus et al[\ 0867#[ This planisphere "Fig[
2# is still the reference document available[ More than half
of the planetary surface was photographed in detail in
0863 with the Mariner 09 spacecraft\ but the other part of
the planet is still known only by the map[
A nomenclature for the albedo features was proposed

to IAU "Dollfus et al[\ 0867#[ Designations are based
upon mythologic names related to the god Hermes[ The
designations proposed in 0823 by Euge�ne Antoniadi were
assigned to cover the whole planet[ Thirty!two names are
allocated on the map "Fig[ 2#[

1[3[ Planetary diameter

In 0849\ the various size measurements of the Mercury
globe available disagreed by more than 2) between
di}erent methods[ The density was not better known than
within 09)\ leaving a great uncertainty about the internal
composition of the globe[
Reliable determinations of the Mercury diameter were

obtained by using the Pic duMidi double image technique
when the planet is in transit across the solar disk[ Mercury
is seen as a black disk against the bright solar photosphere\
at its minimum distance to the Earth and at 9> phase
angle[
The method was tested during the transit of November
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Fig[ 1[ Visual observations of planet Mercury in 0849 by A[ Dollfus[ 59 cm refractor at Pic du Midi[
South is up\ as seen at the telescpope\ V is the phase angle

Fig[ 2[ Planet Mercury ] planisphere of the surface features\ from all the visual and photographic
observations available in 0869[ Mercator projection[ North is up[ Nomenclature adopted by Inter!
national Astronomical Union "from Murray et al[\ 0861 and Dollfus et al[\ 0867#

03\ 0842[ using a 05 cm refractor at the top of Tour Ei}el\
299 m above the city of Paris "Dollfus\ 0843#[

The next usable transit was on November 6\ 0859[ An
appeal for measurements was circulated through the IAU\
recommending the double image method\ together with
the photometric technique suggested by Ejnar Hertz!
sprung\ based upon ~ux comparisons when a circular
aperture alternately contains the dark planetary disk and
is centered on an adjacent photospheric area[

The double image technique was implemented by Ger!
ard Kuiper at Tucson\ Arizona\ by Camichel and Ro�sch
"0851# at Pic du Midi\ and by Dollfus "0852\ 0865# at Mt
Wilson[ The Hertzsprung method was used by Camichel
et al[ "0853# at Pic du Midi\ and by Jean!Louis Leroy at
Meudon "Dollfus\ 0852#[

A diameter of 1319219 km was found[ Using the mass
determination 2[10 0918 gr deduced by Rabe from the
perturbation of Eros\ the density 4[34 was derived[ This
large value required the presence of a heavy metallic core[
Such a large core departed from the prediction of the

solar nebula model proposed some years later by John
Lewis on the basis of cosmochemical considerations[ The
model assumed a body largely made of silicates[ An
additional process to remove part of the silicaceous
material within the inner part of the proto!planetary disk
had to be devised[
On the occasion of the next transit\ on May 8\ 0869\

the result was improved further[ Ro�sch et al[ "0861#
implemented the Hertzsprungmethod at Pic duMidi[ The
double image technique was used at Meudon\ where Paul
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Fig[ 0[ Photographic images of Mercury showing features at the surface of the planet\ by H[ Camichel\
Pic du Midi[ South is up[ From left to right ] 05 July\ 0831 at 96[13 h ^ 5 August\ 0831 at 96[93 h ^ 09
August\ 0831 at 98[19 h

Fig[ 5[ Selected images of Venus showing cloud con_gurations in yellow light\ by H[ Camichel[ Pic
du Midi[ South is up[ Top ] 2 October\ 0832 ^ 8 October\ 0832 ^ 5 November\ 0832 ^ 11 November\
0832[ Bottom ] 06 September\ 0832 ^ 18 July\ 0831 ^ 03 March\ 0834 "from Dollfus et al[\ 0864#
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Fig[ 6[ Faint features at the surface of Venus in yellow light[ Map of the most frequent con_gurations\
in polar coordinates from sub!solar point[ South is up "from Dollfus\ 0844#

Fig[ 7[ Sequences of Venus images in UV\ showing the shifts of the UV clouds from left to right\ due
to the atmospheric circulation around the globe in 3 days\ by C[ Boyer[ Pic duMidi[ 096 cm telescope[
South is up[Top ] sequence covering 5 h on 8 July\ 0855[ Bottom ] sequence covering 7[4 h on 14 July\
0855[ "The last image is from B[ A[ Smith\ New Mexico# "from Boyer and Guerin\ 0858#
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Fig[ 8[ Planispheres of UV cloud features on Venus[ North is up[ Bottom ] From all the earth based
telescopic observations available in 0855\ by C[ Boyer and P[ Guerin "0858#[ Top ] From Mariner 09
spacecraft[ 4Ð01 February\ 0863

Fig[ 03[ Venus near inferior conjunction on 10 June\ 0853 at 97[39 h\ by E[ Maurice and A[ Dollfus[
Pic du Midi 59 cm refractor[
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Fig[ 05[ The surface of Mars was inspected with the magni_cation of 899\ with the Pic du Midi
refractor\ on 18 August\ 0845[ South is up\ as seen at the telescope[ The dark hued feature near the
disk center was Solis Lacus ^ at right\ there was a white cloud ^ below\ the horizontal dark strip is
VallesMarineris[ The small spot Juventae Fons appeared duplicated into two components[ The South
polar region was overcast by a haze

Fig[ 06[ The real nature of the {{canals|| showed up at once\ in 0837\ when Mars was seen with a
magni_cation near one thousand[ At left\ the same area when the seeing conditions are degraded
"from Dollfus\ 0837#
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Fig[ 07[ Small features at the surface of Mars are observed to change in shape and contrast each
Martian year\ with the Pic du Midi refractor "from Dollfus\ 0842#[ South is up

Fig[ 08[ Surface features con_gurations during the Mars apparition of 0835[ The map is in Mercator
projection and was drawn by G[ de Mottoni[ The photographic images assembled at the IAU
Planetary Photographs Center of Meudon were the basis for this map[ Thirty two maps of this type
produced altogether a description of the Martian surface evolution\ from 0896 to 0860[ North is up
"from de Mottoni\ 0864#
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Fig[ 11[ Crystal clouds in the Martian atmosphere\ imaged in UV light[ 03 April\ 0873 at 91[29 h UT[
South is up!left[ There was a morning haze along the limb at right[ A vesperal cloud was formed at
equator along the left limb[ Near disk center\ some local mists are fainter than a very bright cloud at
bottom left[ The veil covering the South polar area is made of CO1 dry ice crystals\ according to
polarimetry "199 cm re~ector at Pic du Midi#

Fig[ 13[ The North polar cap is seen with the 199 cm Pic du Midi re~ector\ using a magni_cation of
×0999[ North is up[ The white deposit is observed from three di}erent longitudes\ between 8 and 00
April\ 0871[ In mid!spring\ the layer enter into a phase of active sublimation by its surface\ producing
rifts and patchy structures
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Fig[ 14[ Polar views of the North polar cap morphology at two sublimation stages during Martian
spring[ Maps constructed from visual inspections and micrometric measurements from 0835 to 0841[
The heliocentric longitude of the planet is indicated "from Dollfus\ 0842#

Fig[ 15[ Dust storm on Mars in 0845[ Cloud transformation and wind transportation[ The evolving
display was followed from its _rst occurrence on 18 August\ 0845\ until its dissolution in October[ G[
de Mottoni constructed seven maps like those represented here[ The cartography is centered at South
pole[ Left ] 1Ð7 September\ 0846[ Right ] from 02Ð06 September\ 0845
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Fig[ 16[ Satellites of Jupiter with the 096 cm re~ector at Pic du Midi\ 0851[ Magni_cation 0999×[
Yellow light[ South is up[ From left to right ] Io\ Europa\ Ganymede\ Callisto

Fig[ 17[ Eclipse of Europa by Ganymede\ 8 September\ 0862\ with the 096 re~ector at Pic du Midi\
by John B[ Murray "unpublished#
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Fig[ 18[ Surface features cartography for the Jupiter satellites\ from all the Pic du Midi observations
available until 0861[ North is up[ From top to bottom ] Io\ Europa\ Ganymede\ Callisto[ Longitudes
are increasing from 9> to 259> from right to left[ Coordinates are by steps of 29>[ The longitude at
the center of each map is 079> and corresponds to the central meridian at inferior conjunction "from
Dollfus and Murray\ 0863#
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Fig[ 29[ Transits of the galilean satellites in front of the Jupiter disk[ 096 cm re~ector at Pic du Midi[
South is up[ Top ] Ganymede on 02Ð03 September\ 0851[ When the satellite is near Jupiter|s disk
center\ at 11[49 h\ its brightest area has same luminance as Jupiter[ At 90[14 h\ near the limb\ the
dusky spots are slightly darker than Jupiter[ Bottom ] Callisto on 11 September\ 0851[ The satellite is
always darker than the Jupiter|s disk\ except very near the limb "from Dollfus and Murray\ 0863#

Fig[ 22[ Divisions\ gaps\ bright and dark sub!rings\ as seen with the 59 cm Pic du Midi refractor\ by
Bernard Lyot "0842#
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Fig[ 24[ Saturn|s rings divisions\ gaps\ bright and dark sub!rings ] Dependence of their contrasts and intensities with phase angle a
and angular height B of the Earth above ring plane[ Top ] 00Ð01 April\ 0871\ a�9[2>\ b�00[9> ^ Pic du Midi 199 cm re~ector[
Bottom ] 16 April\ 0859\ a�4[7>\ b�12[6> ^ Pic du Midi 59 cm refractor[ Observations by Audouin Dollfus
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Fig[ 26[ Photographic images of Saturn rings when the unlit face is presented to Earth[ The Saturn|s
disk is attenuated by an absorbing sheet of density 1[03\ in the CORFOC design[ From top to
bottom ] 12 March\ 0879 ^ B?�¦9[21>\ B�−9[31>\ a�¦0[04> "Janus is at the edge of ring A\
at right# ^ 18 January\ 0879 ] B?�−9[41>\ B�¦0[31>\ a�−3[39> ^ 0 May\ 0879 ] B?�¦9[89>\
B�−0[34>\ a�¦3[64> ^ 0 November\ 0868 ] B?�−0[89>\ B�¦9[07>\ a�−3[19> "adapted from
Dollfus and Brunier\ 0871#

Fig[ 27[ Video!polarimeter image of the linear polarization over Saturn|s globe and rings\ at wave!
length¦2[1>[ 07 July\ 0877 at 19[29 hUT[ Thewavelength is 519 nm[ The longest segment corresponds
to a degree of polarization of 4×09−2[ Meudon Observatory "from Dollfus\ 0885\ p[ 131#
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Fig[ 30[Detection of an outer ring to Saturn ] Ring E[ Top ] 11 March\ 0879 at 12[06 h UT\ blue light[
Bottom ] 2 March\ 0879 at 12[49 h UT\ yellow light\ negative[ The new ring is brighter at East "right#
than at West "left#[ The satellites are Enceladus "1#\ Tethys "2# and Dione "3#[ Pic du Midi\ 096 cm
re~ector with focal coronograph CORFOC "from Dollfus and Brunier\ 0871#
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Fig[ 31[ Janus\ the tenth satellite of Saturn[ Discovery plate[ The planetary disk is attenuated by an
absorbing sheet of density 1[03[ The halo of light surrounding the planet is reduced by a device which
de~ects the light di}racted by the secondary mirror holder[ Exposure 04 m with the 096 cm Pic du
Midi re~ector "from Dollfus\ 0856#
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Fig[ 3[ Planet Mercury ] Curve of polarization in orange light[ Phase angle dependence of the degree
of linear polarization[ Pic du Midi and Meudon Observatories "From Dollfus and Aurie�re\ 0863#

Muller\ Charles Boyer and Audouin Dollfus had excellent
viewing conditions[ A _nal radius of 1318207 km was
derived "Dollfus\ 0865#[

The radar determination of Gordon Pettengill and co!
workers concluded in 0860 with 1328 km[ In 0863\ two
Mariner 09 S!band radio!occultations produced 1339 and
1327 km[

1[4[ Optical polarimetry

The light which is re~ected by the surface of Mercury
acquires a small amount of linear polarization which was
analyzed at the telescope[ The wavelength and the phase
angle dependances of this polarimetric signal characterize
the optical properties of the surface material\ and its
micro!texture at a millimeter scale and less[

The pioneering results of Bernard Lyot\ dating from
0829\ were extensively developed\ at six wavelengths\ with
the Pic du Midi and Meudon telescopes "Dollfus and
Aurie�re\ 0863#[ Figure 3 shows the phase angle depen!
dence of the degree of linear polarization at 579 nm[

These measurements were di.cult to acquire[ They
needed day time observation[ A screen held by a long
boom had to protect the objective!lens from direct solar
illumination[ A very clear sky was needed and the atmo!
spheric polarization had to be compensated[

However\ local measurements of the degree of pol!
arization were also achieved "Fig[ 4#\ due to the high
magni_cation reached with the 59 cm Pic du Midi refrac!
tor "Dollfus\ 0849#[

Mercury|s polarization was found to be very similar to
that of the Moon[ A slightly less absorbing material was
indicated[ Such polarimetric properties characterize a sur!

face covered with a regolithic layer\ with small grains\ of
lunar type "Dollfus and Aurie�re\ 0863#[
The polarimetric works concerning theMoon and lunar

samples were essentially made at Meudon observatory
and are not discussed here[ The e}ects of impacts on the
surface were advocated to be the reason for this texture[
The presence of a similar regolith of _nes at the surface

of Mercury\ impact sustained\ sustained the 0849 pre!
diction by the Pic du Midi workers that the planet must
be covered with impact craters[
Also\ during the 0849s a faint atmosphere aroundMer!

cury remained an open question[ Polarimetric e}ects by
such an atmosphere were searched[ Finally\ polarimetry
excluded a molecular atmosphere of surface pressure
exceeding 09−3 bars "Dollfus and Aurie�re\ 0863#[

2[ Venus

In the 0839s\ speculations were numerous about the physi!
cal nature of Venus[ Surfaces covered with oceans of oil
were argued\ as were lands of chalk[ Some astronomers
surmized a dense atmosphere\ but nobody predicted a
surface pressure as high as it is[
The spacecraft exploration period ~ourished essentially

after 0869\ when VENERA!3 and Mariner 4 produced
their results[
Meanwhile\ the Pic du Midi workers had analyzed the

clouds of the upper atmosphere[ They announced the 3
day global retrograde rotation at the cloud top level[ Their
polarimetric measurements gave the key to understanding
the nature of cloud particles[ Some aspects of the atmo!
spheric vertical structure were described[ Regional cloud
variations and long term evolutions were recorded[
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Fig[ 4[ Planet Mercury ] Degree of polarization at the surface of the planet "in units of 09−2#[ Visual
fringe polarimeter with the 59 cm refractor at Pic du Midi\ 0849\ by A[ Dollfus[ South is up "from
Dollfus and Aurie�re\ 0863#

2[0[ Disk observation

The faint dusky features which can be observed on the
Venusian white light images were recorded on photo!
graphs by Henri Camichel "Fig[ 5# and followed visually
by Dollfus "0844#[ They proved a tendency to align in
transient strips radiating from the sub!solar point "Fig[
6#[ They correspond to the stratospheric level\ at the upper
top of the cloud layer[

In 0846\ Charles Boyer\ at Brazzaville in the Congo\
attempted to observe the contrast features discovered on
UV images by F[ Ross in 0816[ With his long sequences
of UV images\ he noticed several recurrences of a Y!
shaped dark feature\ every 3 days[ Boyer and Camichel
"0850\ 0854\ 0856# argued for a rotation of the Venusian
atmosphere in 3 days\ retrograde[ The result was _rst
received with great scepticism[

Cooperation between observatories at di}erent ter!
restrial longitudes was organized in 0851[ Six stations
participated\ in an attempt to follow the Venusian features
more closely "Dollfus\ 0857 a\b#[

Finally\ in 0855\ sequences of UV images were achieved
at Pic du Midi\ during day time and on several occasions
the planet was imaged every hour of a day "Boyer and
Gue�rin\ 0855#[ These sequences showed directly the dis!
placement of the UV clouds due to the global rotation
"Fig[ 7#[ The most often recurring con_gurations were
mapped "Fig[ 8\ bottom#[ This atmospheric circulation
was recognized to characterize the upper part of the tropo!
sphere and the rotation period was found to decrease with
latitude "Boyer and Gue�rin\ 0858 ^ Boyer\ 0862\ 0863#[

In view of these results\ NASA decided to add a UV
_lter to theMariner 09 spacecraft camera under construc!
tion[ On February 4\ 0863\ the craft ~ew by Venus and
during the eight days preceding the closest approach\ UV
movie pictures were recorded[ They corroborated in great
detail the Pic du Midi retrograde motion\ circling the
planet in four days[\ The spacecraft cloud map and the
Pic du Midi document are compared in Fig[ 8[

These UV clouds evolve with time[ All the UV images

of Venus available through the world since 0816\ from 13
observers and at 02 observing sites\ were assembled by
Charles Boyer at the IAU Planetary Photographs Center
of Meudon Observatory[ The long term upper tropo!
spheric Venusian dynamics was documented from 0816Ð
0863\ with _fteen hundred images[ Seven consecutive 3!
day rotations were mapped continuously in 0861 "Dollfus\
0864#[

2[1[ Cloud layer altitudes

With the Pic du Midi 59 cm refractor\ during selected
circumstances of seeing quality\ Venus diameter measure!
ments with the double image birefringent micrometer
approached an accuracy of 09−2[ Di}erent cloud layers
within the atmosphere were separated[

Measurements of polar semi!diameters\ obtained
between 0842 and 0853 essentially by Henri Camichel\
Jean Focas\ Audouin Dollfus\ Jean!Louis Leroy and Eric
Maurice\ split into two groups[

When Venus was seen with a phase angle smaller than
89>\ the optical edge of the image corresponded to the
upper limit of the opaque cloud layer\ seen at grazing
incidence[ The radius was found to be 5004202 km and
corresponds to the level of the tropopause "Dollfus\ 0857\
0861#[

For phase angles larger than 059>\ the result was
5039202 km\ which is 14 km above the tropopause[ It
indicated a thin stratospheric haze around this altitude\
for which the small particles produce a strong forward
scattering "Dollfus\ 0857a\b\ 0861#[

After 0856\ radar determinations of planetary diameter
were available[ The Goldstone\ the Arecibo and the Lin!
coln Laboratory measurements converged with the value
594124 km\ corresponding to the planetary surface[
Compared with the Pic du Midi value 5004202 km\ the
di}erence of 52207 km gave the altitude of the tropo!
pause[

On October 08\ 0856\ the U[S[ spacecraft Mariner 4
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Fig[ 09[ Venus atmosphere and cloud layers[ Vertical section[ Pressures and temperatures are given by the entry probes Venera 3\ 4\
5 and 6 and by the spacecraft Mariner 4[ The surface reference altitude is a radar determination[ The Pic du Midi micrometric
measurements assign altitudes to the cloud layers "from Dollfus\ 0861#

~ew by Venus and its S!band radio occultation gave atmo!
spheric temperature\ pressure and ionospheric pro_les[
The day before\ the Soviet probe VENERA!3 entered the
atmosphere and recorded direct temperature and pressure
measurements down to the planetary surface[

Combining the Pic du Midi micrometer results with the
radar and spacecraft data\ a vertical section of the Venus
atmosphere was derived "Fig[ 09#\ which localized the
heights of the cloud layers in altitude "Dollfus\ 0861#[

2[2[ Cloud particles characterization

Polarimetry is a powerful tool to analyze clouds[Measure!
ments of the degree of linear polarization on Venus have
been systematically conducted at Pic du Midi and
Meudon\ from 0849Ð0858\ covering from IR to UV[

All the measurements concerning the whole disk were
combined with those recorded also by Tom Gehrels and
David Co}een from Arizona[ Complete curves of pol!
arization were produced for nine wavelengths "Fig[ 00#\
and a synthetic three parameters plot was derived\ which
related polarization\ wavelength and phase angle "Fig[
01# ^ this document was a stringent diagnostic for cloud
characterization "Dollfus and Co}een\ 0869#[

In 0861\ fromU[S[A[\ Geo}rey Sill and Andrew Young
independently suggested H1SO3 as a relevant constituent
for the Venusian clouds[ In 0860 and 0863\ American
James Hansen and Dutch J[ V[ Hovenier\ gave an
interpretation of the polarimetric results\ using Mie scat!
tering theory[ They concluded that the Venus clouds are
made of transparent spherical particles\ of radius 0[94 mm\
with refractive index 0[33\ compatible with small droplets
of sulfuric acid[

2[3[ Re`ional cloud characterization

In addition\ polarization measurements were mapped
over the planetary image\ for several wavelengths\ at
di}erent phase angles\ and with time[ A large number of
documents like those of Fig[ 02 permitted some charac!
terisation of the clouds concerning their distribution and
their evolution within the Venusian atmosphere[
At the top of the main cloud layer\ particles were found

to keep the same radius of 0[94 mm uniformly around the
whole planet\ for all latitudes smaller than 259>[ Only
some small polarization anomalies were noted\ patchy and
transient\ indicative of minor local particle size variations\
not exceeding 09) "Dollfus et al[\ 0868#[
Above the cloud layer top\ molecular gas produces a

Rayleigh scattering polarization\ which was mapped in
UV[ The top of the cloud layer was found to maintain a
constant altitude over the illuminated surface of the
planet\ up to latitudes 259>\ with temporal variations of
no more than 0 or 1 km[
In certain years\ however\ a global altitude increase of

the cloud layer top occurred\ uniformly over the whole
planetary surface[ During all of 0861\ the cloud top alti!
tude was raised by 2 km all over the globe\ except around
the poles "Dollfus et al[\ 0868#[

2[4[ The polar re`ions

Around the two polar areas\ regional polarization map!
ping indicated a permanent depression of the upper cloud
layer altitude\ variable but typically around 2Ð4 km[ The
particle radius\ in these regions\ was found to be very
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Fig[ 00[ Curves of polarization for Venus in nine wavelengths\ from observations between 0849 and 0869 at Pic du Midi and Meudon
observatories "from Dollfus and Co}een\ 0869\ p[ 147#

Fig[ 01[ Dependence of the degree of polarization "in units of 09−2# with phase angle and with
wavelength\ based upon all the polarimetric observations available in 0869 "fromDollfus and Co}een\
0869\ p[ 154#
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Fig[ 02[ Examples of regional polarization measurements over the Venus image[
Photoelectric polarimeter at Meudon\ 0864 "from Dollfus et al[\ 0868\ p[ 0318#

variable with years\ ranging from 9[64Ð0[54 mm[ The size
variations occurred at the two poles simultaneously
"Dollfus et al[\ 0868#[

These polar areas are sometimes covered with white
clouds which usually last for several weeks or months
"Dollfus\ 0864#[ Analyzed by Charles Boyer\ they were
found to evolve independently for the two poles[ The
bright clouds which covered the two polar regions during
the Mariner 09 ~y!by in 0863 did not represent at all a
permanent situation[

2[5[ The UV clouds

The Venusian clouds which were observed in UV but not
visible in white light did not correspond to any variation
in the amount of polarization[ This absence of correlation
indicated that the UV absorber is lying below the altitude
at which the polarization is formed\ where multiple scat!
tering is large enough to destroy polarization "Santer and
Dollfus\ 0879#[

Photometry\ however\ is modulated by the charac!
teristics of the absorbers[ The Pic du Midi photographs
produced a catalog of isophotes in six wavelengths
"Dollfus et al[\ 0864#\ and their comparison with theor!
etical models gave information about the UV absorbing
regions within the cloud layer "Bigourd et al[\ 0864 ^ Her!
mand and Devaux\ 0868#[

2[6[ The stratospheric haze

In June 0853\ Venus was very near inferior conjunction\
the cusps of the crescent were extended and the planet was

seen almost as a thin ring of light "Fig[ 03#[ Photographic
photometry characterized the high altitude small particles[
A value for the scattering coe.cient was determined and
the volume density was found to decrease by a factor 1
each 1[7 km "Dollfus and Maurice\ 0854#[
Polarimetry at the cusps of the crescent and regional

polarization mappings during several other years indi!
cated sub!micrometer sized aerosols\ in this 69 km altitude
layer "Santer and Dollfus\ 0879#[

3[ Mars

Planet Mars was the prime goal\ when the Pic du Midi
planetary observation program was initiated in 0830[ The
body was almost unknown but puzzling[ The {{canal||
controversy was still hot[ The presence of life was vividly
debated and often optimistically postulated[
This world was known to exhibit a surface with vari!

egations and these features have been noted to change
with time[ An atmosphere was postulated because
occasional and transient clouds have been observed[ Our
goals were to decipher the nature of the surface and to
understand the physics of the atmosphere[ For the
purpose\ a long term telescopic watch was required[
Interestingly\ all but four of the twenty eight _rst pub!

lications aboutMars produced from the Pic duMidi work\
between 0837Ð0869\ were published in French[ After 0869\
the twenty four other papers were published in English\
except four\ in French\ Italian and Russian[

3[0[ Photo`raphic survey

For 21 years\ starting in 0830\Mars was maintained under
systematic photographic surveyance\ at a rate of several
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hundred plates for each apparition[ Henri Camichel was
the prime actor\ with collaboration by Jean Focas and
Audouin Dollfus\ and the contributions of students and
younger scientists[ In addition to the systematic survey\
speci_c images of exceptional quality were produced\ due
to the skill of Pierre Guerin\ Jean Dragesco and others[

With the plates of the _rst _ve oppositions\ Camichel
"0843# measured the planetocentric coordinates of a small
and sharply de_ned spot\ {{Juventae Fons||[ The celestial
coordinates of the Martian rotation axis and the rotation
period were derived[ These values improved by a large
factor the old determinations of 0813 byRobert Trumpler[
Only during the {{space age||\ were these new values super!
seded[

Henri Camichel _xed up the areographic coordinates
system and selected 152 fundamental points at the surface[
A reference map of features was prepared in Mercator
projection by Glauco de Mottoni and an internationally
agreed nomenclature was endorsed in 0847 by the IUA[

3[1[ Globe ] size and oblateness

From the Juventae Fons measurements\ Camichel "0843#
deduced an equatorial diameter of 8[2529[935 arcsec at
0 AU[ Then\ with the double image micrometer\ Jean
Focas and Audouin Dollfus improved the result "Dollfus\
0851\ 0858\ 0861#[ Their values were Req�228722 km
and Rpol�226023 km[ It is these values which were
adopted for the _rst spacecraft mission plannings[

The mean density of the globe derived with these values
and the mass 5595 0915 g available at the time was
3[94129[901 g cm−2[ It corresponds to an interior made
of slightly compressed silicates\ and precludes a large met!
allic core[
The oblateness of 9[9968 was larger than the dynamical

Fig[ 04[ Mars ] Shape and oblateness of the globe[ Di}erences 9ÐC between the semi!diameters
observed and the values for the Pic du Midi reference ellipsoid with Req�2287 km and Rpol�2260
km[ 9ÐC is plotted as a function of the planetocentric latitude[ Circle ] Radar determination\ by G[
Pettengill\ 0869[ Crosses ] Mariner 3\ 5 and 6 radio occultations\ by A[ Kliore\ 0869[ Dots ] Pic du
Midi\ double image micrometer\ 0869 "from Dollfus\ 0869\ 0861#

value of 9[9941[ An equatorial excess radius of 824 km
was observed compared to the dynamical value[ The cor!
responding value C:MR1�9[37 is unstable in the Radau
theory\ and a permanent stress within the globe of Mars
was required[ Seith Runcorn\ in U[K[\ explained this
dynamical departure by the e}ect of convection in the
planetary mantle[
The large oblateness value found at Pic du Midi was

debated on the ground that the precession rate of Phobos
agreed with the dynamical value of 9[941\ and because
the preliminary analysis of the Mariner 3 craft S!band
occultation\ in 0854\ supported the dynamical value[
But a re!analysis of the Mariner 3 results by the radio!

team con_rmed the Pic du Midi value[ With the sub!
sequent Mariner 5 and 6 craft\ in 0858\ this value was
again con_rmed[
The Mariner 3\ 5 and 6 semi!diameter values published

by Arvydas Kliore and the 0858 radar result of Gordon
Pettengill _tted exactly with the Pic du Midi reference
ellipsoid "Fig[ 04#[
In 0860\ when the Mariner 8 spacecraft orbited the

planet\ the nature of the internal planetary stress was
documented[ The stress is not uniform and a major up!
lift was observed on the Tharsis area[

3[2[ Surface features ] visual inspection

At Pic duMidi\ with the telescope quality and the viewing
stability\ a magni_cation of×899 was often required[ The
surface of Mars blew up into a myriad of small features
"Fig[ 05#[ Spots showed up\ few tenths kilometers in size
"Dollfus\ 0842\ 0854b ^ Focas\ 0850#[ The problem of the
Mars {{canals||\ "Fig[ 06# still hot at the time\ was quickly
laid to rest "Dollfus\ 0837a#[
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It was not until the advent of the Hubble Space Tele!
scope and CCD cameras\ almost 49 years later\ that these
_ne morphologies were seen again on images from the
near Earth environment[

The Pic du Midi observers noted that these sharp small
features were changing with time\ on speci_c regions
which were identi_ed "for example\ Fig[ 07# They realized
that the apparent variations of large regions described in
classical publications resulted in fact essentially about the
changes occurring on the small spots and markings which
are composing the region[ They noted that these modi!
_cations did not occur progressively but rather at once\
in a few days\ over a whole area[

3[3[ Surface features ] photo`raphic analysis

Past observers advocated a yearly propagation of contrast
enhancement from high latitudes toward equator\ during
the local spring season ^ a sort of {{wave of darkening||
was advocated[ Photometry on the Pic du Midi plates
partly corroborated this tendency "Focas\ 0847\ 0848\
0850\ 0851#[

To analyze these variations over a long period of time\
de Mottoni "0856Ð0860\ 0864# constructed thirty two syn!
thesis maps on Mercator projection\ for each apparition
from 0896 to 0860[ The extensive work was based upon
the several thousands of plates assembled at the IAU
Planetary Photograph Center of Meudon Observatory\
from many observatories through the world\ since 0896[
An example of de Mottoni map is given in Fig[ 08\ for the
year 0835[

Fig[ 19[ Curves of polarization for di}erent types of terrains at the surface of Mars[ The degree of
polarization is expressed in units of 09−2\ for yellow light\ and is plotted as a function of the phase
angle[ Each dot is for a speci_c date of observation[ The solid lines are the _ts after correction for
the light scattered by the Martian atmosphere[ Top left ] for the bright orange terrains[ Bottom left ]
for the lower albedo features\ when observed during local fall or winter[ Bottom right ] for these
features\ when seen darkened during spring[ Top right ] for the white polar cap observed through a
clear Martian sky "from Dollfus\ 0840b#

The Mars map analysis disclosed that the apparent
wave of darkening is a result of the maximum solar ~ux
amplitude shift with time and latitude[ The changes occur
preferentially at the time and at the latitude where the
maximum surface heating is produced by the yearly
increase of the solar radiation ~ux "de Mottoni and
Dollfus\0871#[

3[4[ Martian surface ] soil identi_cation

The microtexture of the Martian soil was analyzed by
photometry and by polarimetry[
Degrees of polarization were measured\ separately\ for

the light areas\ the dark features\ the polar caps and the
clouds[ The values were plotted as a function of phase
angles[ Several polarization curves are shown on Fig[ 19
"Dollfus\ 0837b\c\ 0840a#[
Re~ectances were also measured on di}erent features

and at several wavelengths[ They were related to the inci!
dence\ the emergence and the phase angles "Dollfus\
0846a\b\c ^ Lumme\ 0865#[
Extensive experimental work was simultaneously con!

ducted for the interpretation[ To be constrained\ the sur!
face of Mars required a _nely divided powder\ made of
opaque grains\ sub!millimeter in size[ Hydrated iron
oxides\ such as limonite "Fe1O2\ n H1O#\ when _nely
ground\ were found to simulate the Martian optical
properties exactly[ At centimeter scale and larger\ the
powdered layer had to be smooth\ with no rough edges
or cavities "Dollfus\ 0840b\ 0847#[
After 0859\ photoelectric polarimeters permitted the
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work to expand to IR and UV\[ The Martian soil simu!
lation was still more severely constrained\ and the identi!
_cation reinforced "Dollfus and Focas\ 0858 ^ Dollfus et
al[\ 0858#[

The powdery nature of the Martian soil was a piece of
valuable information when\ twenty years later\ an engin!
eering design was needed to land the Viking craft onMars[

But the oxidized nature of samples matching the Mar!
tian surface escaped the attention of the biologists when\
in 0863\ they tested the Viking biologic package on ter!
restrial desert terrains[ At the surface of Mars\ excess
oxygen prevented the attempt for life detection[

3[5[ Life ] a workin` hypothesis

During the period when the Pic du Midi planetary pro!
gram developed\ there was a strong feeling that the Mar!
tian environment\ as it emerged progressively from the
new observations\ could be suitable for life[ Scrutinizing
the life hypothesis posed itself as an important problem[

Interestingly\ the dark!hued seasonally variable fea!
tures on the surface of Mars suspected to attest for life
were also found to exhibit variations in their polarization
properties[ These changes occurred essentially during
Martian spring "curves at bottom right and left\ on Fig[
19#[ A microtexture change at the surface of Mars was
implied\ correlated with shape and contrast variations[

The polarimetric characterization for these dark surface
features also needed a structure of small grains[ Dark
grains were sprinkled on the surface of a layer simulating
the Martian soil[ Photo!polarimetric _tting required very
absorbent grains[ Changes should a}ect size\ distribution
or opacity for these grains[

Chromogen bacteria and highly colored elementary
cryptogams were considered[ Tentatively\ dark red gran!
ules of cryptogamClamidomonasNivallis were sprinkled ^
they somewhat matched the Martian photometric and
polarimetric properties "Dollfus\ 0846b\c\ 0848\ 0859#[
Biologists\ namely A[ A[ Imshenetsky andWolf Vichniac\
took this result into consideration[

At the time\ the life hypothesis served a strong impetus
for Mars investigation[ The Lowell observatory astro!
nomer William Sinton claimed the detection of spectral
bands on the dark regions of Mars\ attributed to hydro!
carbon bounds[ Ernst Opik argued that dust storms
should progressively overlay the whole planet with a uni!
form dust layer\ if dark!area reappearances were not pro!
duced by the emergence of organisms[

3[6[ Water vapor detection

In the early 0849s\ biologists who analyzed the newly
available Martian physical and chemical data were
inclined to consider the planetary surface as biologically
viable\ on the condition that a minimum amount of water
existed on the planet[

The presence of water remained questionable\ because
spectral signatures were hidden by terrestrial water[ This
invited Audouin Dollfus to search for water vapor by
developing the approach of balloon astronomy[

On May 29\ 0843\ a night ~ight was conducted at an
altitude of 6999 m\ with a telescope instrumented for
water bands photometry[ Comparison of the 714 nm band
between Mars and the Moon gave an upper limit for
the H1O vapor abundance in the Martian atmosphere
"Dollfus\ 0843#[
A new ~ight on April 11\ 0848\ at an altitude of 03999

m\ used the more sensitive 0[3 mm water band and was
followed by observations at the Jungfraujoch high altitude
station\ at 2599 m in the Swiss mountains[ In January
0852\ water was detected in the Martian atmosphere[ Sig!
nals between Mars and the Moon are compared in Fig[
10 "Dollfus\ 0852\ 0854a\b#[
The calibration required a pressure correction for the

band 0[3 mm and a knowledge of theMartian atmospheric
pressure\ not precisely known at the time[Using a pressure
of 34 mb\ the result corresponded to a 34 mm thick water
layer\ assuming all the vapor precipitated at the surface[
With the real atmospheric pressure\ which is 09 times
less dense\ the calibration should give a smaller water
abundance value[
In April 0852\ using a high dispersion spectrograph\

American astronomers Louis Kaplan\ Guido Munch and
Iron Spinrad detected water vapor also[ They found the
bands at 719 nm\ shifted by Doppler e}ect[ Their cali!
bration gave 0326 mm[
Presently\ with the cosmic craft MARS!5 using the bal!

loon borne technique\ with the Viking MAWD camera
and with the ground based Doppler shift method\ we
know that the H1O vapor abundance on Mars is very
variable with time and latitude\ between 3 and 39 mm[

3[7[ Surface feature variations ] the dust transport model

Although the water abundance observed was considered
compatible with biological activities\ there was an alter!

Fig[ 10[Detection of the H1O vapor in the Martian atmosphere[
The 0[3 mm water band intensity is expressed in g:cm1 H1O
abundance along the optical path "calibrated at 0 atm[ pressure#[
The di}erences between the values observed for Mars and for
the Moon are plotted against the values with the Moon[ When
the signal reach 9[09 g:cm1 "dot at right#\ the spectral band is
saturated by the terrestrial water\ and the Martian H1O produce
no di}erence[ For smaller amounts\ "dots at left#\ water onMars
can increase the signal and is detected[ Jungfraujoch\ January
04 to 17\ 0852 "from Dollfus\ 0852\ 0854#
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native to living organisms to explain the variations in
shape\ contrast and polarization of the markings at the
surface of Mars[ In 0849\ Dean McLaughlin suggested
volcanic activity and ash displacement by wind and depo!
sition[

Gerard Kuiper\ with his own observations and the Pic
du Midi results\ elaborated the idea and proposed in 0846
a soil dust transport by seasonal winds\ controlled locally
by the rugosity of the ground[

For example\ comparing two 0845 telescopic obser!
vations just before and after a major dust storm occurred
"Fig[ 01 in Dollfus\ 0854a\b#\ changes on small feature
con_gurations were noted at once through the vanishing
dust layer\ as soon as the planetary surface was seen again[

When\ in 0860\ the craft Mariner 8 orbited the planet\
Carl Sagan clari_ed the problem[ He analyzed in great
details streaks\ splotches\ and their modi_cations pro!
duced by dust transport under wind e}ect[

3[8[ Atmosphere ] scatterin` and density

In the 0839s\ the presence of an atmosphere around Mars
was assumed because clouds had occasionally been
observed[ But there was wide variety of guesses about its
density[

An attempt to evaluate the Martian atmospheric pres!
sure was conducted in 0840 at Pic du Midi[ Polarimetric
analysis showed center to limb and wavelength variations
of the degree of polarization\ which indicated a con!
tribution by atmospheric scattering[ Attributed to
molecules\ an estimate of the pressure gave 72 mb
"Dollfus\ 0840a\ 0846c#[

Subsequent re_nements in the photo!polarimetric
observations\ during the following _fteen years\ showed
that the scattering level by the Martian atmosphere was
somewhat variable[ Attributed solely to molecular scat!
tering\ its minimum value did not _t with the low atmo!
spheric pressure derived in 0853 by Louis Kaplan\ Tobias
Owen and V[ I[ Moroz\ using CO1 bands spectroscopy[
Polarization indicated\ in fact\ the presence of a thin\
permanent haze\ slightly variable characterized by very
small particles "Dollfus\ 0855 ^ Dollfus and Focas\ 0855#[
This haze was observed directly when\ in 0864\ the

Viking craft landed on Mars[The sky color was pink[

3[09[ Clouds\ mists\ hazes

In addition to this very thin haze\ clouds were detected
and analyzed[ Some of them remained attached to speci_c
regions during several days or weeks\ due to topography
"Dollfus\ 0854a\b#[
Other hazes were observed along the morning limb\

essentially during spring[ The condensation was formed
during the night and disappeared a few hours after sunrise[
Vesperal condensation also occurred by the end of the
day[ There was the seasonal hoods which covered the
polar regions during winter[ Photographic images taken
in UV showed all these clouds as bright patches\ over the
darker planetary surface of low UV albedo "Fig[ 11#[

Fig[ 12[ Numbers express the degree of polarization\ in units
09−2[ At phases angle 18[6>\ the planetary surface produces a
polarization between 2[4 and 8[9×09−2\ depending on the area[
Along the morning limb\ at right\ the polarization reaches
08×09−2 and indicates a faint haze\ too thin to be seen on direct
images[ At upper left\ the degree of polarization is too low\ with
9[4×09−2\ and characterizes the presence of a small amount of
dust in the atmosphere[ Four days later\ an opaque dust storm
appeared in the area[ 07 September\ 0860 at 19[29 h UT\ with
the 099 cm telescope at Meudon Observatory

Polarimetry is a relevant approach to detect thin mists\
faint enough to escape notice by visual inspection[ Figure
12 gives an example of morning haze detection by tele!
scopic polarimetry[
Mars was analyzed by polarimetry during each appar!

ition from 0837 to 0862[ More than a thousand clouds
were identi_ed\ essentially by Jean Focas and Audouin
Dollfus\ with the collaboration of young scientists\ using
the Pic du Midi\ Meudon and Athens telescopes[ Eventu!
ally\ the survey was taken over by Shiro Ebisawa in Japan\
and continued until 0885[
The polarization response discloses the physical nature

of these clouds[ Liquid droplets were ruled out but cirrus
type crystals reproduced the phase angle dependence of
the polarization[ The crystals have to be very small
"Dollfus\ 0837a\b\c\ 0846a\b\ 0854a\b#[
Ice clouds are markers of the area where vapor reaches

condensation temperature[ When\ during spring\ the
North polar cap sublimated and released H1O into the
atmosphere\ a correlation was found between the crystal
cloud loading deduced from polarimetry\ and the water
vapor abundance measured by the VikingMAWD instru!
ment[ There was no such correlation for the Southern
hemisphere[ The South polar cap cloud may be made of
CO1 crystals "Lee et al[\ 0889#[
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3[00[ The polar re`ions

Figure 13 is a telescopic view of the North polar cap\
seen at the epoch of its diminution phase during spring[
Tenuous fractures attest for topographic e}ects[ Irregu!
larities along the border are also formed[

Such aspects have been noted by previous observers[
But with the Pic duMidi telescope\ the seasonal evolution
was observed each Martian year with great detail[ Evolu!
tion maps were issued "Fig[ 14#[ Micrometric measure!
ments produced polar cap regression curves for both the
North and the South caps\ which now serve as references
"Dollfus\ 0842\ 0845\ 0862#[

Polarization curves were constructed for each phase of
the polar cap evolution "Focas\ 0847#[ During Martian
local winters\ the polar areas were permanently overcast
by a cloud\ {the hood|[ Polarization characterized small
crystals[ The hood disappeared progressively each spring
to leave a clear sky in summer[

Then\ the polar caps were seen on the ground through
a clear Martian atmosphere[ Polarization measurements
sensed the nature of the deposit[ The values departed from
those recognized on snow\ frost or ice layers[ TheMartian
polarization curve was reproduced when a frost layer was
formed under low gas pressure "09 mb#\ with its surface
sublimated by heating with a light beam[ The result was
an icy surface densely pitted by small cavities "Dollfus\
0846c#[

For both water and carbon dioxide\ the seasonal inter!
play between vaporization and condensation around both
poles produces clouds and mists in the atmosphere\ frosts
and ices at the surface[ Visual inspection\ photography
and polarimetric sensing\ together with the more recent
spacecraft results\ permitted a detailed description of these
e}ects "Ebisawa and Dollfus\ 0876 ^ Dollfus et al[\ 0885#[

3[01[ The dust clouds

The Pic du Midi observers noted that the tenuous haze of
airborne particles which is permanently present in the
Martian atmosphere may have begun denser locally and
temporarily[ There was advection of new dust grains\
lifted o} the ground by wind e}ect[

These additional airborne dust concentrations were
detected essentially by the polarization departures they
produce\ which also permitted their characterization[ The
Mie scattering theory indicated solid grains\ absorbing\
sub!micrometer in size "Ebisawa and Dollfus\ 0876 ^
Dollfus et al[\ 0882#[

A speci_c characteristic of planet Mars is the sudden
occurrence of cataclysmic dust clouds[ A large amount of
dust is raised up in the atmosphere over speci_c\ limited\
local areas\ and can trigger an intense dust storm which
may expand over the whole planet[

Major stormswere observed at the Pic in 0845\ 0860 and
0862[ Highmagni_cation was combined with polarimetric
sensing[ The survey included the collaboration between
observing sites at several longitudes\ France\ Greece and
Japan\ permitting a better analysis of time evolution
"Dollfus et al[\ 0866\ 0873a\b ^ Ebisawa and Dollfus\ 0875\
0876#[

The major display of 0845 evolved to encircle the whole
South polar region[ Seven polar maps "Fig[ 15# con!
structed by Glauco deMottoni described the dust feeding\
spreading and motion\ due to wind[ Grains were found by
polarimetry to be several micrometers in size "deMottoni\
0856Ð0860 ^ Dollfus\ 0854a\b ^ Dollfus et al[\ 0863#[
A synthesis by Ebisawa and Dollfus "0882# discuss the

Martian atmosphere dust loading at three coherent
stages ] the permanent\ planet wide\ faint haze made of
very small solid particles ^ temporary\ local\ transparent
veils made of larger but essentially sub!micrometer sized
solid grains ^ dense\ self!triggered\ sudden dust storms
made of larger grains[

3[02[ Spacecraft polarimetry

After 0860\ the success of the direct exploration of Mars
by the craftsMariner\MARS andViking drastically chan!
ged the approach for Mars science[ The Pic du Midi and
Meudon telescopic program went to a stage of _nal analy!
sis\ synthesis and publication[
However\ a technique had emerged from the Pic du

Midi andMeudon works\ which is polarimetry[ Its poten!
tial was not exhausted and it was not used by theAmerican
space science program[
A collaboration with the USSR Academy of Sciences

resulted in the realization of two photo!polarimeters\
instruments VPM\ aboard the MARS!4 craft[ "Ksan!
fomaliti et al[\ 0864 ^ Ksanfomaliti and Dollfus\ 0865#[
In February 0863\ Mars was scanned along seven

tracks\ from a close orbit[ Photometric and polarimetric
measurements were collected in seven wavelengths\ with
a resolution reaching 19 km[ The phase angles\ limited to
35> with ground based telescopes\ reached the value 099>
for which the polarization signal is maximum[
Polarimetry at the limb detected the permanent residual

haze reported above\ at an altitude between 39 and 59
km[ The optical depth was 9[0 at 481 mm\ and the refrac!
tive index 0[44 "Santer et al[\ 0875#[
Dust veils produced polarization curves in _ve wave!

lengths which con_rmed the nature of the grains[ They
were found irregular\ several micrometers in size\ with
a spectral absorbtivity compatible with Martian ground
surface origin "Santer et al[\ 0874#[
The value of the polarization maximumwas sensing the

grain size at the top surface[ The radiometric measure!
ments which were recorded simultaneously sensed slightly
deeper below the skin surface[ By combining these data\
granulometric information were derived about theMartian
terrain[
The region Erythraeum\ which is representative of the

dark!hued features\ was characterized everywhere by
grains essentially sub!millimeter in size\ and coated or
manteled with smaller dark grains[
The light!hued area Thaumasia disclosed a large variety

of soils\ with dispersed grain sizes usually not exceeding
few tens of mm\ and larger grains deeper "Dollfus et al[\
0872\ 0882 ^ Dollfus and Deschamps\ 0875 ^ Dollfus\
0880#[
This dichotomy helps us understand problems such as

grain transportation by wind\ dust veil formation and
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Fig[ 20[ Albedo maps of Io\ Europa and Ganymede derived from observations of these satellites in
transit across Jupiter|s disk[ The geometric albedos are given at phase angle 4>[ Yellow light[ South is
up "from Murray\ 0864#

surface feature variation[ Thaumasia is a well known area
for dust cloud development[ It exhibits a grain size diver!
sity\ which is a prerequisite for the physical process of
saltation able to lift grains in the air under wind e}ect[ At
Erythraeum\ conversely\ small dark grains adhering to
larger pieces does not favor the dust raising saltation
process[

4[ Jupiter satellites

When\ in 0830\ the Pic du Midi planetary observation
project was initiated\ only occasionally features of the
Galilean satellite surfaces had been glimpsed[ The sizes of
these bodies were scarcely known\ their albedo uncertain[
There was no real science attached to their existence\ other
than celestial mechanics[

4[0[ Disk observation

In 0830 and 0831\ when observing the Galilean satellites
with the 27 cm Pic duMidi refractor\ Bernard Lyot\ Henri
Camichel andMarcel Gentili noted albedo markings over
their surfaces[ The spots were recognized to follow the
orbital motion\ proving a sideral rotation period of same
values as the revolution period\ for all the four bodies[
They constructed reconnaissance maps for each of these
satellites "Camichel et al[\ 0832#[

With the advent of the 59 cm refractor in 0832\ the
observations were re_ned and new maps were published
"Lyot\ 0842#[

In 0851\ with the new 096 cm refractor\ a magni_cation
of 0999× was reached "Figs 16\ 17#[ Pierre Guerin and
Audouin Dollfus succeeded in recording surface features
on photographic images[ Maps prepared by JohnMurray
are shown on Fig[ 18 "Dollfus and Murray\ 0863#[ A
coordinate system was endorsed by IAU in 0862\ and is
now in use for theGalilean satellites exploration programs
with spacecrafts[

4[1[ Satellite diameters

In 0831\ Camichel "0833\ 0842# deduced diameters for the
four satellites and Titan[ His instrument produced small
disks matching the satellite images in the telescope[

With the double image micrometers\ several observers
obtained diameters accurate within 22) "Dollfus\ 0843\
0869 ^ Focas\ 0852#[
Combined with the mass values available at the time\

preliminary density estimates gave 0[429[4 g cm−2[ This
small value excluded silicates\ of mean density 2[3 g cm−2\
as the only constituent of the satellite interiors[ The pres!
ence of a lighter material\ such as water or ice\ was
suggested[
When\ in 0860\ John Lewis applied his cosmochemical

model of the proto!planetary nebula to the case of the
satellites\ this low density _tted with his model\ in which
ice or water were proposed as major constituents of the
satellite interior[
Only when spacecrafts approached Jupiter\ were sat!

ellite diameter determinations improved[ Peter Smith pub!
lished values from Pioneer data in 0867[ Results from
Voyager came soon after[ They yielded values which were
within the errors of the Pic du Midi results ^ Ganymede\
however\ had been given 1[5) too large\ due to the pres!
ence of markings at the surface[

4[2[ Surface feature re~ectances

During transits across the Jupiter disk\ satellites appeared
darker than the surface of Jupiter when they were seen
near the center of the disk\ and brighter near the edges\
due to planetary limb darkening[ Each marking on the
satellite matched the brightness of the background when\
during a transit\ it crossed the region of Jupiter|s disk
which had the same luminance "Fig[ 29#[ By noting the
times when this occurred\ isosphotes at the surface of the
small disks were constructed "Dollfus and Murray\ 0863 ^
Murray\ 0864#[ Figure 20 expresses the isophotes in units
of geometric albedo[
Io is yellow\ with polar regions darker[ Europa is per!

fectly white\ and its high albedo of 9[59 suggested a surface
made of frost[ Ganymede has markings producing con!
trasts as high as 24) ^ two types of terrains are indicated\
the lighter being as bright as Europa[
Contrarily\ Callisto was found dark gray\ with low con!

trast features\ and a mean albedo around 9[03\ com!
parable toMars and theMoon[ The indication\ curiously\
was a surface covered with rocks[
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Fig[ 21[ Curves of polarization for the galilean satellites[ Phase angle dependence of the degree of
linear polarization[ Yellow light "from Dollfus\ 0864#

4[3[ Optical polarimetry

The _eld was very new when\ in 0851\ preliminary results
about polarization by the faint Galilean satellites were
explored using a visual fringe polarimeter "Dollfus\ 0860#[

From 0855Ð0862\ with a photoelectric polarimeter\ bet!
ter curves of polarization were produced\ for the whole
phase angle range reachable from ground based obser!
vation "Fig[ 21#[ These curves were interpreted on the
basis of laboratory simulations "Dollfus\ 0864#[

For Europa\ the polarization was simulated with white
high albedo water frost deposits[ During this period\
Torrance Johnson in 0860\ Karl Pilcher in 0861\ Uwe
Fink in 0862\ with their respective co!workers\ identi_ed
spectral bands of water frost on the satellite[

For Io\ the polarization was almost the same as for
Europa\ but the yellow color suggested something else[
Fraser Fanale and his colleagues\ in 0863\ argued for
evaporite deposits[ We know now\ after the Voyager craft
mission\ the importance of volcanic sulfurs[

Ganymede produced polarizations slightly longitude
dependent\ due to the surface markings[ Polarimetric
properties were indicative of patches of two kinds of
terrains\ as for the visual observations[ They were inter!

preted as a Europa type icy surface and a Callisto type
silicaceous regolith[
For Callisto\ the polarization curve was of a completely

di}erent nature[ It indicated clearly a surface made of
rocks\ as was already suggested by the albedo[ The model
for satellite interior published by John Lewis in 0860
assumed ice\ which is lighter than rocks and should cover
the surface[ The presence of a heavier rocky surface was
explained by assuming amantle of ice containing embedded
rocks[ The evaporation of ice left the solid pieces piled up
at the surface\ in a chaotic manner "Dollfus\ 0864#[
The result implied that the mantle of ice and stones was

accreted cold and never melted[ If once complete melting
occur\ the embedded solid pieces sink into the interior[
In addition\ a drastic di}erence was recognized in the

polarization between the leading and the trailing hemi!
spheres of the orbital motion[ The e}ect was also noted
by Joseph Veverka in 0860[ It required the leading portion
to be made of _nely comminuted silicates\ as for the
Moon[ The trailing terrain had to be covered with rocks\
gravels or large sand grains\ implying a surface not dam!
aged by impacts "Dollfus\ 0864#[
This unusual result complemented the Callisto model\

already re_ned in 0866 by Consolmagno and Lewis[ Inter!
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planetary meteoroids which enter within the sphere of
in~uence of Jupiter can collide with Callisto only on its
leading hemisphere\ which is thereby comminuted by
impacts[ The trailing portion remains protected and is not
powdered "Mandeville et al[\ 0879#[

5[ Saturn system

Between 0830 and 0879\ knowledge about the Saturn sys!
tem was enriched by many _ndings and discoveries\ at Pic
du Midi and Meudon observatories[

The rings were seen striated with gaps\ subrings\ ring!
lets[ A value was given for the ring|s disk thickness[

Ring A disclosed enigmatic azimuthal brightness vari!
ations[ Polarimetry indicated vigorous dynamical e}ects
within the rings\ producing particle associations[

Rare events are the bright clouds in the Saturn atmo!
sphere[ Observed twice\ they produced evidence for a fast
equatorial stream[ Small particles in the upper atmosphere
appeared elongated and systematically oriented[Diameter
and oblateness of the globe were analyzed with a new
accuracy[

A new ring\ the outer ring E\ was observed[ A new
satellite\ Janus\ was discovered[

All these results were available before the spacecraft
Voyager ~ew!by Saturn in 0879[

5[0[ Saturn|s `lobe

Atmospheric bright disturbances are exceptional events
in the Saturnian atmosphere[ They were noted only six
times during the past 049 years\ following their _rst obser!
vation by William Herschel in 0682[

At Pic du Midi\ Camichel "0845# observed a white spot
in 0835 at latitude −01[2> with a rotation period of 09 h
10 m 93s[ Dollfus "0852# found a spot in 0859 at ¦46>
with 09 h 28m 43 s[ From these observations\ an extremely
rapid eastward current around the equator was evidenced\
three times faster than the equatorial stream of Jupiter[

Perfect seeing conditions o}ered opportunities to Jean
Focas and Audouin Dollfus to determine Saturn|s globe
diameter[ Their values of dpol�423492139 km and
deq�599992139 km were the best until the Voyager spa!
cecraft ~y!by "Dollfus\ 0869#[
Polarization maps over the planetary disk were con!

structed\ which impliedMie scattering and regional trans!
fer theories for interpretation[ At the top of the main
cloud layer\ transparent spherical particles were identi_ed\
with radius 0[4 mm and refraction index 0[33[ Above this
layer\ a thin haze was detected\ made of non spherical
particles\ sub!micrometer in size[ The polarization every!
where azimuthed poleward suggested that these particles
were systematically oriented "Santer and Dollfus\ 0870#[
This property is still unexplained[

5[1[ Structures of rin`s

In the past\ gaps in Saturn|s rings had been suspected\ in
addition to the classical Cassini and Encke divisions ^ but

there was no clear description of these features[ With the
high resolution 59 cm Pic duMidi refractor\ the gaps were
shown as obvious features[ In 0834\ Lyot "0842# produced
a detailed map "Fig[ 22#[
A photometric pro_le of the rings was derived "Fig[

23#\ in which the positions of the gaps and ringlets are
indicated\ with a nomenclature[ Contrasts and pro_les of
these features were found to be phase angle dependent
"Fig[ 24#\ implying a volume density e}ect "Dollfus\
0873b#[ The Cassini division was analyzed in more details
"Lumme\ 0864#[
In 0879\ when spacecraft Voyager showed these struc!

tures from close up\ plus many others\ it was a surprise
for many[
These features can be analyzed now on the Hubble

Space Telescope images[ The gaps and sub!rings are recog!
nized\ the same as forty years ago\ and with a comparable
sharpness[

5[2[ Rin` photometry

From 0830 and the following 04 years\ Camichel "0847#
collected photographs of Saturn\ calibrated for photom!
etry[ Almost the full ranges of the incidence\ emergence
and phase angles reachable from Earth were covered[ In
0855\ the rings were observed at low incidences and edge!
on "Focas and Dollfus\ 0858#[ Photographic photometry
gave the luminance variation with angle B?\ for both rings
"Fig[ 25#[
Ring A exhibited azimuthal brightness variations\ with

maxima at NW and SE and minima at NE and SW "Cam!
ichel\ 0847#[ This e}ect\ which does not exist on ring B\
was extensively analyzed later by others[ F[ Franklin and
Guiseppe Colombo proposed a dynamical explanation in
0867[
During the edge!on presentation of the Saturn rings of

0879\ the geometry exhibited the unlit faces of the rings[
Their luminances\ due to the transparency of the rings\
showed an excess brightness near grazing incidence\ attri!
buted to enhanced light re~ected toward the backward
direction[ When the sun is low\ more light is back!scat!
tered into the ring plane\ and reaches the unlit face by
multiple scattering "Dollfus and Brunier\ 0871a\b#[
Ring A and the Cassini division are more transparent

and appear as brighter knots on Fig[ 26 "angle B? is
increasing from the top to the bottom images#[

5[3[ Rin` polarimetry

Figure 27 shows an example of linear polarization dis!
tribution over the Saturn image\ as viewed with the Meu!
don imaging polarimeter "Dollfus\ 0868a\b\ 0873a\b\
0885#[ The degree of polarization and its azimuth vary
with the position on the ring\ with phase angle and with
wavelength[
Ring Bwas found to show two e}ects ] "0# a polarization

from direct solar illumination which has the phase angle
dependence shown on Fig[ 28\ "1# a component with a
polarization parallel everywhere to the direction of the
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Fig[ 23[ Photometric pro_le of the Saturn|s rings\ with dimensions from double image micrometric
measurements[ Pro_le\ position and nomenclature for the ringlets and gaps "from Dollfus\ 0869#

Fig[ 25[ Re~ectances of Saturn rings A and B "normalized to the sub!solar point on Saturn|s globe#
as a function of the illumination angle B? between the Sun direction and the rings plane[ Dot and
crosses ] measurements by Camichel "0847#[ Heavy line ] measurements by Focas and Dollfus "0858#

globe center\ variable with time\ and often signi_cant
within a few days[

The polarization produced by direct solar illumination
was simulated experimentally[ It did not _t with small
grains\ but required solid samples\ at least several milli!
meters in size\ with a high albedo and a rough surface[ Carl

Pilcher and his co!workers identi_ed water frost bands on
the Saturn|s rings in 0869[ Our polarimetric results were
consistent with icy pieces[ In addition\ the wavelength
dependence indicated the presence of bright sub!micro!
meter sized particles\ probably icy grains\ attached to the
surfaces of these larger pieces[
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Fig[ 28[ Saturn|s ring B ] Degree of linear polarization at cusps
as a function of phase angle[ The polarization produced by
illumination from the globe was subtracted and the central com!
ponent of polarization removed[ This curve is experimentally
reproduced by rough surfaces with high albedo such as icy frost[

The other centrally component oriented polarization
suggested alignments between blocks\ everywhere on ring
B[ These structures apparently re~ect the presence of the
wakes or oriented dynamical ephemeral bodies\ the
DEB|s\ anticipated byGuiseppe Colombo\ and advocated
in 0872 by Richard Greenberg and colleagues\ due to
dynamical interactions[ The variation of the polarization
signal indicated overall time evolution for these structures\
involving the whole ring B\ which are not yet explained[

Ring A polarizes the light in a way which also suggests
icy blocks\ although of lower albedo and enriched with
sub!micrometer coated particles[

However\ for ring A\ there is no centrally oriented com!
ponent of polarization similar to the case of ring B[
Instead\ a patchy _eld of locally produced linear pol!
arization was observed\ variable from place to place in
amount and azimuth\ and with time[ On Fig[ 39\ the top
image is an example in which this locally produced and
variable polarization is isolated[ This strange behavior
may re~ect an active process of accretion with formation
and disagregation of the clumps\ like those computed in
0881 by H[ Salo� with theoretical models[

5[4[ Rin` thickness

Saturn|s rings were observed exactly edge!on\ on
December 07\ 0855\ at 96291 h UT[ With our focal mask
design\ a faint lineament remained visible[ Assuming the
ring to be plane parallel\ ~ux measurements gave an esti!
mate of the up to then unknown disk thickness of 1[320[2
km "Focas and Dollfus\ 0858 ^ Dollfus\ 0868a\b\c#[ The

rings may still be thinner if particles remain outside the
exact plane\ or in presence of warping[
For the subsequent edge!on presentations\ which

occurred in 0879 and again in 0883Ð84\ the method was
extensively used by a new generation of observers[ In 0879\
the Voyager ~y!by o}ered a new wealth of knowledge[

5[5[ The outer!rin` E

In the past\ visual observers questioned the presence of a
tenuous ring extending outward from those already
known[ When the ring is seen near grazing\ a lineament
has been searched for[ During the edge!on presentation
of 0855\WilliamFeibelman took at AlleganyObservatory
a long exposure photographic image in which such a lin!
eament was suspected ^ but its presence remained con!
troversial[
On November 0st\ 0868\ the outer ring appeared as

a clear feature on Pic du Midi plates exposed with a
coronographic design "Dollfus and Brunier\ 0879#[ After
the announcement by an IAU circular on 18 November\
0868\ many con_rmations followed[ At Lowell observ!
atory\ in particular\ William Baum and his colleagues
reported important observations[
The Pic du Midi plates covered six months around the

date of exact edge!on presentation[ {{Ring E|| was detected
out to eight Saturn radii "Fig[ 30#[ Photometry indicated
a strong brightness increase toward small phase angles
and an excess re~ectivity in blue\ implying a signi_cant
contribution by small particles[ Ring E was interpreted as
a ~at disk of dust\ probably shaped in segments or lumps
which may be streamlike "Dollfus and Brunier\ 0871a#[

5[6[ The tenth satellite Janus

When attempting to explain the micrometric deter!
minations of the gap positions on the rings by resonant
perturbations from satellites\ the presence of an unob!
served satellite\ very close to the outer edge of ring A\ was
postulated[
The edge!on presentation of the rings in 0855 o}ered

an opportunity to search for the newobject[ A focal instru!
ment was designed\ based upon the principle of the solar
coronograph[
On 04 December\ 0855\ at Pic du Midi\ the satellite

appeared on several plates "Fig[ 31#[ An IAU circular of
0st January\ 0856\ announced the discovery\ later con!
_rmed by others[ IAU assigned {{Janus|| for the name of
this tenth satellite of Saturn "Dollfus\ 0856a\b#[
Ofmagnitude 03\ with a diameter around 249 km\ Janus

was found to move in a circular orbit exactly in the ring
plane\ only 10\999 km from the outer edge of ring A[ A
provisional period was near 07 h[
During the following years\ John Fountain and Steve

Larson\ at University of Arizona\ compared their obser!
vations with the Pic du Midi and other plates\ and sus!
pected the presence of another object\ on a similar orbit[
It was not before the next transit of the Earth through

the rings plane\ which occurred in 0879\ that new obser!
vations were feasible[ Then\ a large number of plates were
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Fig[ 39[ Linear polarization over Saturn|s ring A[ 8 April\ 0873 at 99[23 h UT[ 459 nm[ The phase angle is −1[5>[ The scattering
plane azimuth is indicated by P−[ Bottom ] Direct measurements[ The degrees of polarization are expressed in units of 09−2[ Top ]
Locally produced polarization\ computed from the direct measurements by removing the polarizations produced by solar and by
Saturn|s globe illuminations[ Visual fringe polarimeter with the 199 cm Pic du Midi re~ector "from Dollfus\ 0885#

collected\ from many observatories[ The other satellite
was observed and designated Epimetheus[ Its orbit was
found almost identical to Janus[

At Pic duMidi\ both satellites were observed and orbital
elements were derived for both objects "Dollfus\ 0879 ^
Dollfus and Brunier\ 0870#[ The Voyager spacecraft cam!
era produced close!up images of these two bodies[

A celestial mechanics {{horse!shoe|| theory explained
later the collisional avoidance between the two co!orbital
objects[ Models were advocated to explain the origin of
these two small satellites\ assumed to be extracted as icy
pieces from the ring[
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